IF YOU LIKED SARAH MAAS’
THE COURT OF THORNS
AND ROSES

*The Throne of Glass* by Sarah Maas
*The Cruel Prince* by Holly Black
*The Red Queen* by Victoria Aveyard
*Reign of Shadows* by Sophie Jordan
*The Enchantment of Ravens* by Margaret Rogerson
*The Girl of Fire and Thorns* by Rae Carson
*The Iron King* by Julie Kagawa
*Snow Like Ashes* by Sara Raasch
*Princess of Thorns* by Stacey Jay
*Graceling* by Kristin Cashore
*Frostblood* by Elly Blake
*The Treachery of Beautiful Things* by Ruth Frances Long
*Shadow and Bone* by Leigh Bardugo
*Moon Chosen* by P.C. Cast